Taking into account the negative searches for New Physics at the LHC, electroweak effective theories are appropriate to deal with current energies. Tracks of new, higher scales can be studied through next-to-leading order corrections of the electroweak effective theory. We assume a generic non-linear realization of the electroweak symmetry breaking with a singlet Higgs and a strongly-coupled UV-completion. We further consider a high-energy Lagrangian that incorporates explicitly a general set of new heavy fields. After integrating out these heavy resonances, we study the pattern of low-energy constants among the light fields, which are generated by the massive states.
Introduction
With all the results at hand coming from the LHC, the Standard Model (SM) describes successfullly, so far, the electroweak and strong interactions. Moreover, direct searches for New Physics (NP) states have given negative results, so there is a mass gap between SM fields and possible NP states. This mass gap justifies the use of effective field theories (EFT) [1] at current energies. The main idea of this work is to study the tracks of these possible higher scales through next-toleading order corrections in the effective theory [2, 3, 4] . We consider high-energy Lagrangians which incorporate these new resonances, and then we integrate out these new fields in order to estimate the low-energy couplings (LECs) in terms of resonance parameters. In this way, we can get information of the underlying theory by looking at the phenomenology at low energies, i.e., the bottom-up approach is followed. Since direct experimental searches for these new scales are not possible yet, we can get to know these possible resonances by analyzing the pattern of the LECs of the low-energy EFT.
Depending on the nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), i.e., basically depending on the way the "Higgs" is "considered", there are different possibilities for these EFTs at low energies [5] :
• In the standard model effective theory (SM-EFT) we assume a SM Higgs at low energies.
Consequently, this field forms a complex doublet representation with the Goldstone bosons of the EWSB. It usually describes weakly coupled scenarios and is organized through an expansion in canonical dimensions, in such a way that the SM Lagrangian corresponds to the leading order (LO) Lagrangian of the SM-EFT. Since Goldstone bosons in the doublet transform linearly under gauge transformations, the SM-EFT is also called "linear" EFT.
• In the electroweak effective theory (EWET), also known as electroweak chiral Lagrangian (EWChL) or Higgs effective field theory (HEFT), one does not assume any relation between the Higgs and the Goldstones, and the Higgs is formally introduced as a scalar singlet. It usually describes strongly-coupled physics and there is an expansion in loops or chiral dimensions [6] , in such a way that the renormalizable massless (unbroken) SM Lagrangian plus the terms related to the EWSB (incorporating the Higgs and the Goldstone boson) constitute the LO Lagrangian of the EWET. In this work we make use of this more general framework, also called "non-linear" EFT.
As a matter of physical motivation it is interesting to compare the scales of the EWSB and the chiral symmtry breaking (ChSB) of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), see Figure 1 : the pion decay constant f π = 0.092 GeV is replaced by the electroweak scale v = ( √ 2G F ) −1/2 = 246 GeV. A naïve rescaling from QCD, M ρ = 0.77 GeV and M a1 = 1.3 GeV, to the electroweak sector would imply vector and axial-vector resonances of 2.1 TeV and 3.4 TeV respectively. Note that the TeV scale would be interesting for the LHC phenomenology. Therefore, and following the parallelism between these QCD and electroweak frameworks, we keep track of our previous works in QCD [7] , where we determined some LECs of Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) [6, 8] , the very low-energy EFT of QCD, in terms of resonance parameters by using the Resonance Chiral Theory [9] .
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Electroweak Chiral Lagrangian (v, ϕ i ) Figure 1 : Schematic view of the energy regime of the different (effective) theories. We assume that the electroweak sector behaves somehow similarly to the QCD sector, at different energies respectively.
A NLO analysis [10] of the oblique electroweak observables S and T [11] shows that this kind of strongly-coupled scenarios are phenomenologically allowed once the resonances live at the TeV scale and the WW coupling of the Higgs is close to the SM value.
These proceedings are organized in the following way. In Section 2 we show the effective field theories at low energies (with only the SM particles) and at high energies (SM particles and resonances). In Section 3 we explain how to integrate out the resonances in order to determine the LECs of the EWET in terms of resonance parameters. We stress the improvements with respect to our previous work of Ref. [3] : we also consider gluons, color octets and fermionic resonances.
The framework 2.1 The low-energy effective theory
The EWET is built by considering the most general Lagrangian containing the SM fields (W ± and Z gauge bosons, gluons, fermions, electroweak Goldstones and the Higgs h), satisfying the SM symmetries and its pattern of EWSB:
We follow the notation of Refs. [2, 3, 4] :
• The Goldstone fields are parametrized through the G/H coset representative [9] 
• The covariant derivative D µ U = ∂ µ U − iŴ µ U + iUB µ couples the Goldstones to external SU (2) L,R gauge sources, making the Lagrangian formally invariant under local G transformations. The identification with the SM gauge fields,
• The left and right field-strength tensors have been re-written in terms of f µν ± ≡ u †Ŵ µν u ± uB µν u † , which transform as triplets under G: f
• With quarks the symmetry group must be extended to
In the Lagrangian we introduce the fermions by considering the bilinears J Γ (color singlet) and
Γ T a (color octet), with Γ = 1, iγ 5 , γ µ , γ µ γ 5 and σ µν for the scalar (S), pseudoscalar (P), vector (V), axial-vector (A) and tensor (T) cases.
• The covariant derivatives of the fermions introduce the auxiliary U (1) X fieldX µ , associated with B − L and responsible of the electric charge difference |Q u | = |Q d | and |Q e | = |Q ν |. The related strength tensorX µν is a singlet under G and one recovers the SM gauge interactions with the identificationX µ = −g ′ B µ .
• The covariant derivatives of the quarks introduce also the gluon fieldsĜ µ = g S G a µ T a , with g S the strong coupling and T a the SU (3) generator. The field strength tensor is given by G a µν andĜ µν = g S G a µν T a .
• We use T to introduce an explicit breaking of custodial symmetry, T = uT R u † → g h T g † h , being T R the right-handed spurion T R → g R T R g † R and making the identification T R = −g ′ σ 3 2 in order to recover the SM. This tensor appears, for instance, in the Yukawa mass term and is reponsible for the up-down mass splitting.
The effective Lagrangian is organized as a low-energy expansion in powers of momenta,
where the operators are not simply ordered according to their canonical dimensions and one must use instead the dimensiond which reflects their infrared behaviour at low momenta [6] . Quantum loops are renormalized order by order in this low-energy expansion. The power-counting rules can be summarized as:
It is interesting to spotlight two features related to this power counting:
1. Assuming that the SM fermions couple weakly to the strong sector we assign an O(p 2 ) to fermion bilinears. Note that a naïve chiral analysis would have assigned an O(p).
2. Considering its phenomenological suppression and assuming no strong breaking of the custodial symmetry, and contrary to the pioneering papers studying the Higgsless EWET [12] , we assign an O(p) to the explicit breaking of this symmetry.
As it has been pointed out previously the LO Lagrangian corresponds to the renormalizable massless (unbroken) SM Lagrangian plus the terms related to the EWSB (incorporating the Higgs and the Goldstone boson). The NLO Lagrangian [2, 3, 4, 12, 13] , O(p 4 ), can be split in different pieces,
where the operators have been separated considering their P nature (without or with tilde for Peven and P-odd operators) and the presence of fermions. In Ref. [4] we show all the operators. Note that the different LECs can be multiplied by an arbitray polinomial of h [14] , since this does not increase the counting.
The high-energy theory
At higher energies we consider also resonance fields: scalar (S), pseudoscalar (P), vector (V ) and axial-vector (A) bosonic resonances and fermionic resonances.
• In the case of bosonic resonances we consider generic massive states, transforming under G as SU (2) triplets (R m 3 = σ i R m 3,i / √ 2) or singlets (R m 1 ) and as SU (3) octets (R 8 n = T a R 8,a
• In the case of fermionic resonances, we consider generic electroweak-doublet massive states Ψ, transforming under G as a top-bottom quark doublet, with the same quantum numbers,
Note that with other representations it is not possible to construct invariant operators with a single fermionic resonance and the low-energy fields. Taking into account, as we have pointed out before, that the SM fermion bilinears are O(p 2 ) because of their weak coupling, we assume that the fermion bilinears constructed between a light fermion and a heavy one are O(p).
We can split the Lagrangian in terms which contain resonances explicitly, L R , and terms which do not contain resonances, L non−R ,
Note that in L R we only consider terms with a single resonance, since terms with more resonances do not contribute to O(p 4 ) LECs of the EWET. The second piece on the right-hand side of (2.3) is formally identical to the EWET Lagrangian of (2.1), but with different couplings, because it describes the interactions of a different EFT, valid at the resonance mass scale. In Ref. [4] the list of operators of L R is shown: six scalar operators, five pseudoscalar operators, nineteen vector operators, nineteen axial-vector operators and six fermionic operators.
For the massive spin-1 fields there is freedom in the resonance formalism selection: we can use either the four-vector Proca formalismR µ or the rank-2 antisymmetric formalism R µν . By using a change of variables in the context of a path integral formulation, and once a good shortdistance behavior is required, we demonstrated the equivalence of both formalisms in Ref. [3] : they lead to the same predictions for the LECs of the EWET at NLO. Although both descriptions are fully equivalent, they involve a different L R Lagrangian. Depending on the particular phenomenological application, one formalism can be more efficient than the other, in the sense that it does not receive contributions from local operators of L non−R (operators without resonances in the Resonance Effective Theory).
Determining the LECs
As it has been explained previously, the main aim of this work is to estimate the LECs of the EWET in terms of resonance parameters. In order to do that, we need to integrate out the resonance fields and it is very convenient to consider high-energy constraints of the assumed underlying theory, so that it is well-behaved, to reduce the number of resonance parameters. The idea is that once we have the expressions of the LECs in terms of the resonance parameters, and assuming a high enough precision in the low-energy experiments, the phenomenology can give glimpses of the high-energy physics, i.e., the New Physics. This is a typical bottom-up procedure because the high-energy effective theory is analyzed by using the NLO of the effective theory at low energies.
It is convenient to stress that whereas resonance contributions to the LECs coming from bosonic resonances are suppressed by powers of 1/M 2 R , the contributions of fermionic resonances are suppressed by powers of 1/M Ψ . Although a naïve counting would suggest that these last contributions are more important than the first ones this is not the case, since fermion currents are assumed to be weakly coupled, what introduces an additional vertex suppression and finally both contributions to the LECs share the same order.
As a first approach we studied in Ref.
[2] the prediction of P-even purely bosonic O(p 4 ) LECs from P-even bosonic colourless resonance exchanges (without considering operators with T or X µν ), once some short-distance constraints were taken into consideration, what allowed us to get predictions in terms of only a few resonance parameters. In Ref. [3] we expanded our analysis to include bosonic and fermionic O(p 4 ) LECs from bosonic colourless resonance exchanges. Finally, we have considered now gluons, color octets and fermionic resonances [4] . In the future we plan to include more than one generation of quarks and/or leptons.
